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Abstract In the current study, the effect of specific heat ratio, compression ratio, and the maximum to minimum
temperature ratio of cycle on the thermal efficiency and the Network of irreversible Diesel cycle have been
investigated. For this purpose, numerical solution and multi-objective genetic algorithms with a Pareto optimization
method are used to determine the optimum values of specific heat ratio, compression ratio, and the maximum to
minimum temperature ratio of cycle. The optimized values of the objective functions (namely Network and thermal
efficiency) are then determined by using these vales. The numerical solution shows that the maximum Network and
thermal efficiency is obtained simultaneously when the values of specific heat ratio, compression ratio, and the
maximum to minimum temperature ratio of cycle are 1.3, 17.7, and 6.0, respectively, and these parameters are
obtained by multi-objective genetic algorithms with a Pareto optimization method as 1.3, 17.57, and 6.0. The results
obtained from current work are presented in the form of optimal equations for Network thermal efficiency in term of
compression efficiency, expansion efficiency and compression ratio of the cycle. The results of current research
work can provide a significant insight for optimal design of internal combustion engines including irreversibility.
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1. Introduction
Due to Diesel cycles features such as inherent fuel
economy, easy operation, low maintenance, and long life,
they have many applications in the field of transportation,
marine, and stationary applications such as water pumping,
power generation, and etc. Therefore, the optimization of
Diesel cycle using different optimization techniques has
been done by many researchers in recent years. Qin et al.
[1] derived the universal relations between the network
and compression ratio, the thermal efficiency and
compression ratio, and the optimal relation between
network and power efficiency. Moreover, they
investigated the optimization of their model in order to
examine the effect of cyclic processes on the performance
of irreversible reciprocating heat engine cycle using
numerical approach. Their results included the
performance properties of irreversible reciprocating Diesel,
Otto, Atkinson, and Brayton cycles. Ebrahmi [2] studied
the performance optimization of specific heat ratio (SHR)
of a Diesel cycle using detailed numerical approach. It
was observed that SHR value of the working fluid had
significant effects on the performance of the Diesel cycle,

which should be considered in practical cycle analysis.
Zheng and Lin [3] optimized the power output and the
thermal efficiency of the heat engine cycle with respect to
the pressure ratio. Yanlin et al. [4] investigated the
optimal paths of piston motion of an irreversible Diesel
cycle (IDC) to generate the minimum entropy. They found
that optimizing the piston motion trajectories would result
in reduction of engine entropy generation by more than
20%. Mathur et al. [5] optimized the compression ratio of
Diesel fuelled variable compression ratio engine for
variable load at a constant speed operation. They found
that at rated speed of 1500 rpm, the compression ratio of
17 would show the highest brake thermal efficiency, and
also the compression ratio of 18 exhibited marginally
lower brake thermal efficiency, compared to the optimum
compression ratio. Zhao et al. [6] studied the optimal
performance of a Diesel heat engine taking the assumption
of irreversibility due to the compression and expansion
processes, finite rate heat transfer processes, and heat leak
loss through the cylinder wall. They found the optimum
network exist between the case of maximum efficiency
and maximum network , while the optimum efficiency
was higher than the efficiency at maximum network and
lower than the maximum efficiency. Also they found that
the optimal ranges of the network and efficiency decline
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with the decrease of the compression and expansion
efficiencies. Zheng [7] investigated a unified cycle model
of an internal combustion engine and obtained their
optimum performance characteristics. Zheng’s results
were similar to Zhao’s results [6].
However, in recent years, for optimization in
engineering design, more and more attentions have been
paid on multi-objective genetic algorithm (MOGA), which
mimics the natural selection processing which a superior
creature evolves whilst inferior creatures fade out from
their population as generations go by Hiroasu et al. [8],
Farhang-Mehr and Azarm [9] and Li [10]. Hiroyasu et al.
[8] optimized the Diesel engine emissions and fuel
economy by using the NCGAs (neighborhood cultivation
genetic algorithms) and phenomenological model. They
used HIDECS (Hiroshima university Diesel engine
combustion simulation) code which is based on the
phenomenological model for the analysis of the Diesel
engine. The amount of SFC, NOx and soot are minimized
by changing the rate of fuel injection. The result of that
simulation proved that NCGA can successfully derive the
Pareto optimum solutions. Such Pareto optimum solutions
are very helpful for design purposes, because optimization
by the GAs using phenomenological models do not need a
high calculation cost. Hiroyasu et al. [11] optimized the
Diesel engine emissions and fuel efficiency with air swirl,
EGR (exhaust gas recirculation), injection timing and
multiple injections by using the Diesel engine
computational model and NCGA. They found that the
addition of EGR reduces the NOx emission. Gorji and
Mozaffari [12] optimized the maximum network and
minimum entropy generation of an irreversible thermal
engine as a multi-objective, multi-modal mechanical
problem, using the MSB (mutable smart bee) algorithm.
They found that MSB algorithm is superior or equal to
some other famous optimization methods such as selfadapting penalty function genetic algorithms and
improved the particle swarm optimization for the
multimodal problems.
In present work, the effect of the SHR, compression
ratio, and the variation of the maximum to minimum
temperature ratio (TR) of cycle on the thermal efficiency
and network of IDC have been investigated for high
temperature gradients. Thereafter, the numerical solution
and the MOGA with a Pareto method are used to the
determination of the optimum values of SHR,
compression ratio and TR of cycle. By using the optimum
values of these parameters, the optimum values of the
thermal efficiency and network of IDC have been
calculated.

Figure 1. T-s (a) and P-V (b) diagrams of an IDC

In Diesel cycle, the heat transfer to the cycle is occurred
during the isobaric process and the heat transfer from the
cycle takes place by the isochoric process. Therefore the
equations of these processes along with net¬ work and
thermal efficiency are as the followings:
(1)

=
q41 cv (T4i − T1 )

(2)
(3)

=
w q23 − q41

ηth =

w
q23

(4)

Compression and expansion efficiencies may be used to
describe the irreversibility of these processes. These
equations are as the followings [13];

ηc =−
(T2 T ) (T2i − T1 )

(5)
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From Eqs. (5-9) it can be concluded that:

=
T2i T1[(rck −1 − 1 + ηc ) ηc ]

(10)

T4i =
T3 − ηt [T3 − T3 (T1rck )k −1 ]

(11)

where k=cp/cυ and rc =v1/v2. The work and isobaric heat
addition can be formulated as:

=
w

2. Governing Equations
The p-V and T-s diagrams for an IDC are illustrated in
Figure 1 (a-b), which consist of two adiabatic processes
(compression or expansion), an isobaric heat addition
process, and an isochoric heat rejection process, where the
processes 1–2 and 3–4 are isentropic or reversible
adiabatic, 1–2i and 3–4i are irreversible adiabatic, 2–3 is
an isobaric heat addition process, and 4i–1 is an isochoric
heat rejection process.

=
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where

ψ = T3 T1

(14)
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From Eqs. (3-4, 12-14) the efficiency can be
determined by:
k −1  
 


ψ 1 − η 1 −  ψ    − 1
t
 

  rc k    
 

 
ηth = 1 −

r k −1 − 1 
k ψ − 1 − c


ηc 


(15)

As it is shown the efficiency is independent of the heat
loss, although the heat loss was considered in Eq. (4).

3. Numerical Modeling
According to Refs. [14,15,16,17], and the above
mentioned equations, which are used to calculate the net¬
work as well as the thermal efficiency, are solved using
the following constants and range of parameters (R=0.287
kJ/kg.K, T1=298K, ηc=ηt=0.95, rc=5-30, ψ=5-6).
Figure 2a shows the distribution of network by
variation of compression ratio and SHR at TR=5 while
Figure 2b referred to TR=6. According to the Figure 2 (ab), by increasing the compression ratio for all values of
SHR in range of 1.3 to 1.41, the network increases
initially and after reaching its maximum value, gradually
reduced. Furthermore by considering Figure 2 (a-b), it is
clear that in a constant compression ratio in range of 5 to
30 the SHR increases and network decreases continuously.
By comparing Figure 2 (a-b), it’s important to note that
the decrease of network is strongly associated with
increasing SHR at fewer values of TR in the Diesel cycle.
By attention to Figure 2a, the network value is negative
when compression ratio and SHR is more than 26 and 1.4,
respectively. It is evident from Figure 2 (a-b) that, by
increasing TR the maximum network occurs at higher
compression ratio, such a way that the maximum network
obtains for compression ratio in range of 10 to 16 and 15
to 21 while TR is equal to 5 and 6 respectively. By
increasing TR from 5 to 6, maximum network increase
about 32%. This shows extreme dependency of network to
TR of the cycle. Also minimum network value of the
cycle is -40 kJ/kg and 160 kJ/kg when TR is equal to 5
and 6 respectively. It is worth noting that when SHR is
equal to 1.3, the variation of network in low compression
ratio is more compared to higher compression ratio values.
By comparing Figure 2 (a-b), for all values of TR, the
maximum network obtains while SHR is equal to 1.3. For
low values of compression ratio (lower than 8), the
network is nearly independent of SHR as the network is
almost constant for all values of SHR.
Figure 3 shows the changes of network with the
compression ratio for various SHR values and TR. As it is
clear that, at a constant TR, the intensity of network
variation increases by increasing SHR. As it is shown, the
maximum network is obtained in lower compression ratio
by increasing SHR. Such a way that, in TR and SHR are
equal to 6 and 1.41 respectively, the maximum network is
achieved while the compression ratio is equal to 9.2. It is
obvious that the maximum network is obtained when the
compression ratio, TR of cycle, and SHR are 18.3, 6, and
1.3, respectively.

Figure 2. Contour of network vs. variation of compression ratio and
SHR at (a) TR=5 and (b) TR=6

Figure 3. Changes of network with variation of compression ratio

Figure 4 (a-b) shows dependency of the thermal
efficiency on the compression ratio and SHR at TR=5 and
TR=6, respectively. According to Figure 4 (a-b), at
constant SHR, when it is less than 1.36, for a TR, by
increasing compression ratio, the thermal efficiency
increases but when the SHR is more than 1.36, by
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increasing compression ratio, the thermal efficiency
increases initially and after reaching its maximum value,
gradually reduces, so that, the thermal efficiency is less
than zero at low TRs. By comparing Figure 4a with Figure
4b, it is evident that, in a constant SHR, the thermal
efficiency increases by increasing TR, such a way that the
maximum thermal efficiency obtains for compression ratio
in range of 12 to 14 and 16 to 19 while TR is identical
with 5 and 6 respectively. By considering Figure 4 (a-b), it
is clear that, at all values of TR, the maximum thermal
efficiency is obtained when SHR is identical to 1.41.With
respect to the Figure 4 (a-b), in a constant TR and
compression ratio, the thermal efficiency decreases by
decreasing SHR. Also the thermal efficiency is almost
independent on SHR and it is constant in a SHR and
compression ratio less than 8. An efficiency change
drastically is more at higher TR. As it is clear, by
comparing Figure 4 (a-b), by increasing TR, the efficiency
is increased. By increasing TR, maximum efficiency is
obtained at higher compression ratio.

than while the TR is equal to 6. As it is evident from
Figure 5, the dependence of the thermal efficiency on the
compression ratio in higher values of SHR is more
sensible, so that when SHR is identical to 1.41, the
variation of thermal efficiency is very high. Additionally
this figure illustrates that the thermal efficiency is in its
maximum value when the compression ratio, TR, and
SHR are 16.20, 6, and 1.41, respectively.

Figure 5. Variation of thermal efficiency with variation of compression
ratio

Figure 6 shows the variation of thermal efficiency with
the network in the same ranges of compression ratio, TR
of cycle and SHR. As it is evident, in order to maximize
the network and thermal efficiency simultaneously in any
value of TR of cycle, the value of SHR should be 1.3.
Also for any value of SHR, the maximum value of the
network and thermal efficiency accrues when TR is equal
to 6. It can be concluded that the dependence of network
on SHR is higher compared to the thermal efficiency,
meaning that at a particular value of TR of cycle, the
effect of SHR is more dominant on the network of the
cycle. If SHR is increased by 5%, the network is reduced
up to 32%, but the thermal efficiency is increased up to
12%.

Figure 4. Contour of thermal efficiency with variation of compression
ratio and SHR at (a) TR=5 and (b) TR=6

Figure 5 shows the changes in the thermal efficiency
with the compression ratio in different values of SHR and
TR of cycle. The maximum thermal efficiency of IDC is
located in the maximum values of TR of cycle and SHR.
Meanwhile, when the compression ratiois lower than 10
and TR is equal to 5, the thermal efficiency is a little more

Figure 6. Thermal efficiency changes vs. network at different values of
SHR and TR
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and only if ∀i∈ {1, 2, . . . , k}, ui ≤ vi∧∃j∈ {1, 2, . . . , k}:
uj< vj. In other words, there is at least one uj which is
smaller than vj whilst the remaining u’s are either smaller
or equal to corresponding v’s.

4.2. Definition of Pareto Optimality
A point X*∈ Ω (Ω is a feasible region in Rn satisfying
Eqs. (17 and 18)) is said to be Pareto optimal (minimal)
with respect to all X ∈ Ω if and only if F(X*)  F(X).
Alternatively, it can be readily restated as ∀i∈ {1, 2, . . . ,
k}, ∀X ∈ Ω - {X*}fi(X*) ≤ fi(X) ∧∃j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k}: fj(X*)
< fj(X). In other words, the solution X* is said to be Pareto
optimal (minimal) if no other solution can be found to
dominate X* using the definition of Pareto dominance.

4.3. Definition of a Pareto Set
Figure 7. Changes of maximum network and thermal efficiency by
compression ratio changes

According to Figs. (2-5), the maximum value of
network obtains for compression ratio in range of 15 to 21,
TR and SHR are equal to 6 and 1.3, respectively. Also the
maximum thermal efficiency acquires for compression
ratio in range of 16 to 19, TR and SHR are equal to 6 and
1.41. Figure 7 shows the changes of maximum network
and thermal efficiency by compression ratio changes. As it
is evident that the optimum network and thermal
efficiency obtains while the compression ratio is
equivalent to 17.7.

4. Multi-objective Optimization
Multi-objective optimization, which is also called
multi-criteria optimization or vector optimization, has
been defined as finding a vector of decision variables
satisfying constraints to give acceptable values to all
objective functions [18]. In general, it can be
mathematically defined as:
Find the vector X ∗ = [ X ∗1 , X ∗2 ,  , X ∗n ]T to optimize

F ( X ) =  f1 ( x ) , f 2 ( x ) ,..., f k ( x ) 

T

(16)

Subject to m inequality constraints

gi ( X ) ≤ 0, i = 1,..., m

(17)

and p equality constraints

h j ( X ) = 0,

j = 1,..., p

For a given multi-objective optimization problems, a
Pareto set P* is a set in the decision variable space
consisting of all the Pareto optimal vectors P*={X∈Ω
| Ɇ
± X' ∈ Ω: F(X')  F(X)}. In other words, there is no
other X' as a vector of decision variables in Ω that
dominates any X∈ P*.

4.4. Definition of a Pareto Front
For a given multi-objective optimization problems, the
Pareto front PF* is a set of vector of objective functions
which are obtained using the vectors of decision variables
in the Pareto set P*, that is PF* = {F(X) = (f1(X),
f2(X), . . .fk(X)): X∈ P*}. In other words, the Pareto front
PF* is a set of the vectors of objective functions mapped
from P*.
Evolutionary algorithms have been widely used for
multi-objective optimization because of their natural
properties suited for these types of problems. This is
mostly because of their parallel or population-based
search approach. Therefore, most of the difficulties and
deficiencies within the classical methods in solving multiobjective optimization problems are eliminated. For
example, there is no need for either several runs to find all
individuals of the Pareto front or quantification of the
importance of each objective using numerical weights [19].
In this way, the original non-dominated sorting procedure
given by Goldberg [20] was the catalyst for several
different versions of multi-objective optimization
algorithms [21]. The optimization process of IDC can be
formulated as.

(18)

where X*∈ Rn is the vector of decision or design variables,
and F(X) ∈ Rk is the vector of objective functions, which
must each be either minimized or maximized. However,
without the loss of generality, it is assumed that all
objective functions are to be minimized. Such multiobjective minimization based on Pareto approach can be
conducted using some definitions, which are presented
here.

4.1. Definition of Pareto Dominance
A vector U = [u1, u2, . . . , uk] ∈ Rk is dominant to
vector V = [v1, v2, . . . , vk] ∈ Rk (denoted by U  V ) if

5. Multi-objective
Optimization

Thermodynamic

5.1. Objective Functions
The aim of the optimization is determination of an
optimal value for each of the parameters including SHR,
compression ratio and the cycle’s TR. Afterwards by
using the optimal values the best combination of thermal
efficiency and network are obtained. In this context, two
equations (12 and 15) which derived in section 2 are used
as the objective functions.
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5.2. Multi-objective Thermodynamic Optimization
of an Irreversible Diesel Cycle
The behavior and performance of an IDC is dependent
on different input and output parameters in a multiobjective optimal sense. The some input parameters
involved in the thermodynamic analysis of the IDC are
SHR (k=cp/cυ), compression ratio (rc =υ1/υ2) and TR of
cycle (ψ=T3/T1). The output parameters involved network
(w) as well as the efficiency (ηth). According to Refs.
[14,15,16,17] SHR (1.3<k<1.41), compression ratio
(5<rc<30), and TR of cycle (5<ψ<6) are considered as
design variables which must be optimally found based on
multi-objective optimization of two output parameters,
namely, network (w) as well as the thermal efficiency (ηth).
Population size, crossover probability (Pc), and mutation
probability (Pm) has been chosen 200, 0.6, and 0.3,
respectively. The distribution of the solutions in Paretooptimal front is shown in Figure 8. According to Figure 8
it can be seen that the optimization problem has been
converged. The results of genetic algorithms show that in
order to maximize the network and thermal efficiency
simultaneously, the value of SHR, compression ratio, and
TR of cycle must be 1.3, 17.57, and 6.0, respectively. As
it is evident, the optimal MOGA values of SHR and TR
are exactly equal to the values obtained by numerical
solution of these values. The optimal MOGA value of
compression ratio is different from numerical solution
about 1.2%. A careful investigation of these Pareto
optimization results reveals some interesting and
informative design aspects.

−0.013rc3 + 0.32rc + 0.21
A0 =

(21)

A1 = 0.012rc3 + 0.02rc 2 + 0.1

(22)

=
A2 0.22rc 2.5 − 0.18rc

(23)

And the optimal thermal efficiency equation is:

ηopt =B0 + B1ϑ + B2ϑ 2 + B3ϑ 3

(24)

B0 =
−0.763rc3 + 4.93rc 2 − 19.16rc + 11.72

(25)

where

=
B1 0.422rc3 − 32.32rc

(26)

B2 =0.1rc3 − 4.78rc 2 − 17.75rc + 11.11

(27)

B3 = 0.01rc3 + .003rc 2.5 − 0.11rc 2 + 0.13.783

(28)

Figure 9 (a-b) shows the comparison of the basic Eqs.
(12) and (15) and alternative optimal Eqs. (19) and (24) of
the networkand the thermal efficiency. According to
Figure 9a, it is evident that, the results of the optimal
equation with high accuracy (about 98%) are consistent
with the basic equations. and the accuracy of the thermal
efficiency optimal equation is about 99%. High accuracy
of optimal equations is caused validity of these equations.

Figure 8. Pareto front of thermal efficiency and network two-objective
optimization

In order to reduce the computational complexity of
Network and thermal efficiency, according to the optimal
values of SHR and TR of cycle, which are obtained by
using numerical methods and genetic algorithms, the
alternative optimal equations to calculate the network and
the thermal efficiency are presented. The network
equation is as follow:

wopt =A0 + A1ϑ + A2ϑ 2

(19)

ϑ= 6 ⋅ηtηc

(20)

where
Figure 9. Variation of (a) Network and (b) thermal efficiency with
variation of compression ratio
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ηc, ηt Compression and expansion efficiency

6. Conclusion
In this paper the effects of different parameters such as
compression ratio, SHR and TR of IDC are investigated.
The performance characteristics of the cycle are obtained
by using a numerical approach. The results show that there
are significant effects of the compression ratio, SHR, and
TR on the performance of the cycle which should be
considered in practical cycle analysis. The Pareto
approach of MOGA is used for thermodynamic cycle
optimization of the current cycle. The results obtained
show that:
• When SHR is equal to 1.3, the variation of network
in low compression ratio is more than higher
compression ratio values,
• The dependency of network on SHR is more than
thermal efficiency,
• If SHR is increased by 5%, the network is reduced up
to32%,
• If SHR is increased by 5%, the thermal efficiency is
increased up to 12%,
• The maximum network is obtained when the
compression ratio, SHR, and TR are equal to 18.3,
1.3 and 6, respectively,
• The thermal efficiency is maximum when the
compression ratio, SHR, and TR are 16.2, 1.41, and 6,
respectively,
• The numerical solution shows that the maximum
network and thermal efficiency is obtained
simultaneously when the values of SHR,
compression ratio, and TR of cycle are 1.3, 17.7, and
6.0, respectively, and these parameters are obtained
by MOGA as 1.3, 17.57, and 6.0,
• The optimal MOGA values of SHR and TR are
exactly equal to the values obtained by numerical
solution, while the optimal MOGA values of
compression ratio are different from the numerical
solution about 1.2%.
• The accuracy of the alternative optimal equations of
the network and thermal efficiency are 98% and 99%,
respectively.
It is worth noting that the results obtained in this paper
are general and can provide some significant guidance for
the optimal parameter design of heat engines.

Subscripts

Nomenclature

[15]

cp ,cv Specific heat capacity at constant pressure and
volume
k
Specific heat ratio
Crossover probability
Pc
Pm Mutation probability
q23 Isobaric heat addition
q41 Isochoric heat rejection
R
Universal gas constant
T
Absolute temperature
Compression ratio
rc
v
Volume
w
Network

Greek Symbols
β
ηth

Cutoff ratio
Thermal efficiency
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i

Irreversibility
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